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Tile Bracelets
#23620
Tagua tiles in this year’s hottest colors are paired with bronze 
toned glass beads. Beads approximately 1⁄2” long. 
Available in a spring/summer collection (shown) and a 
fall/winter collection. Made in Ecuador.

Prism

RoseOcean

Symmetry Set
#23660
A highly structured show piece that’s 
hand-carved and dyed out of tagua. 
Slide closure on necklace, matching 
earrings 21⁄2” in length. . Available in three 
color combinations: Prism, Ocean and 
Rose. Made in Ecuador.
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Spunky Bracelets
#22520
Colorful achera seeds are knotted onto cord for these fun, summery 
bracelets. Adjustable slide closure. Made in Ecuador.

Tagua Earrings - Arbol
#23881
Brightly dyed tagua beads in a clover shape on French wires. Adjustable 
slide closure. Available in the color variety shown. Dozens of other Tagua 
Earring styles to choose from at www.mingaimports.com. Approximate 
length: 11⁄2”. Made in Ecuador.
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Festival Bracelets
#23520
This energetic and tactile new tagua bracelet from Andrés and Juanita 
Flores comes in both solids and multi. Richly dyed tagua on elastic. Made in 
Ecuador.
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Geometry Earrings
#28590
Simple shapes in contrasting colors of semi-precious stone give these earrings a striking and clean look. Available in a variety of color 
and shape combinations. Length: 13⁄4-2”. Made in Perú.

Flip Stone Cuffs
#21520
This modern, adjustable cuff features a polished stone that flips over to reveal another color of stone. Available with a variety of 
semi-precious stones. Stone diameter: 3⁄5”. Made in Perú.

Allure Earrings
#28591
Elegant alpaca silver earrings with a variety of colorful semi-precious stone settings. Two styles available: Simple (top) and Hoop 
(bottom). Length: 11⁄”. Made in Perú.
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Beso Rings
#21203
Two semi-precious stones wrap around the wearer’s finger. Simple shapes in contrasting colors of semi-precious stone give these 
rings a bold and modern look. Available in a variety of color and shape combinations. Length: 13⁄4-2”. Made in Perú.

Earth Stone Rings
#21901
Semi-precious stones in free-spirited settings. Order a package 

and receive a wide variety of stone colors and settings. 
Adjustable. Face of ring: 11⁄8-11⁄2”. 
Made in Perú.

Isabella Rings
#21864
This ring adjusts perfectly to its wearer by wrapping more tightly or loosely around the finger. Order a package and receive a variety 
of stone colors. Adjustable. Face of ring: 3⁄4-1”. Made in Perú.
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Tagua Earrings - Links
#23881
Just one style of our ever popular Tagua Earring collection. 
Seamless tagua links in trendy color combinations. French 
wires. Available in the color variety shown. Dozens of other 
Tagua Earring styles to choose from at www.mingaimports.com. 
Approximate length: 3”. Made in Ecuador.

Cadence Earrings
#21580
Full of movement and personality, our Cadence Earrings are a 
hot-seller and now available in two styles: Shells (shown here) 
and Beads (shown at www.mingaimports.com). French wires. 
Available in the color variety shown. Approximate length: 21⁄2-
33⁄4”. Made in Ecuador.

Go to www.mingaimports.com to see additional colors and 
styles of our Free Spirit Scarf #51403.8



Astral Pendants
#28531
Nuggets of pyrite, moonstone, chrysacolla, tourmaline and tiger’s 
eye set in a simple cap. Approximate length: 1”. Made in Perú. Two 
companion chains also available: Alpaca Link Chain (20”) #21033 
$3.00 each / 24 pk disc. $2.00 each; Silver Plated Chain #21035 
(16”and 24”) $4.00 each / 24 pk disc. $3.00 each.

Leather Strap & Seed Bracelets
#22521
A single dyed pambil seed is set on a high 
quality leather band. Adjustable slide 
closure. Band width: 3⁄4”. Made in Ecuador.
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Pennant Set
#23652 
Show your fair trade spirit with our new tagua Pennant Set! Metallic 
bead accents. Necklace adjusts to 15”. Matching earrings 13⁄4” in 
length. Available in four colors: Summer Red, Yellow, Fall Red and 
Turquoise. Want to customize this set with your organization’s colors? 
Email your request to: orders@mingaimports.com. Made in Ecuador.

Summer Red

Fall Red TurquoiseYellow10



Bubble Set
#23650
Discs of subtly dyed tagua with slightly bubbled edges. 
Necklace adjusts from 131⁄2-34”. Matching earrings 11⁄2” in 
length. Available in three trendy color combinations: Sea Glass, Moss 
and Raspberry. Made in Ecuador.

Moss Raspberry

Sea Glass

Turquoise 11



A. Capsule Rings
#21400 
Stackable and striking with a modern look. Order a package and receive an assortment 
of sizes and stone combinations. Sized. Made in Perú.

B. Orbit Rings
#21504 
Five cabochons of semi-precious stone stud on an adjustable plain band. Order a 
package and receive a variety of color combinations. Made in Perú.

A.

A.

B.

B.

Teardrop Leather Bracelet
#28520

Thin, braided leather bracelet with a teardrop 
shaped semi-precious stone charm framed with 
aluminum spirals. Adjustable hook clasp. 
Length: 7-73⁄4”. Made in Perú.
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Stone Arbolito
#73533
Beautiful, hand crafted wire and stone trees made from various 
colorful agate. Each tree can be positioned to your liking, and 
has a sturdy, marble base. Made in Perú.

Ceramic Mini Whistles
#44530
Hand-painted ceramic animal whistles hung 
on an 11” nylon cord. Height: 13⁄4-2”. Made in 
Ecuador.

Yarn Buddies - Jungle Collection
#43520 
Our versatile Yarn Buddies will hang out anywhere! Our Jungle creatures include 
monkeys, owls, tree frogs, butterflies, toucans and chameleons. New designs added all 
the time! Made in Ecuador. 

Yarn Buddies - Fantasy Collection
#43520 
Take a trip into the fantastical with these new Fantasy Yarn Buddies! 
Our unicorns and flying pigs come in a rainbow of colors. Complete 
the dream with astronauts and aliens. New designs added all the time! 
Made in Ecuador. 
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Impression Scarf
#51505 
Dressed up or dressed down, this 
scarf makes a bold impression. 
Two-ply acrylic. Available in twelve 
colors: Navy, Red, Green, Blue, 
Pink, Grey, Yellow, Red/Black, 
Black, Yellow/Black, Brown and 
Teal. Dimensions: 72” x 24”. Made 
in Ecuador.

Cat’s Eye Earrings
#21581
Colorful cat’s eye glass beads in scrollwork settings. Order a package and receive an assortment of colors and styles. Length: 
11⁄2-2”. Made in Perú.

Navy

Red

Green

Blue

Pink

Grey

Yellow

Red/Black

Black

Yellow/Black

Brown

Teal
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Tie Dyed Peasant Blouse
#12520
A crocheted neckline and breezy, flowing fit makes this blouse a 
perfect boho top. Available with crocheted strap sleeves (shown 
above) or cap sleeves (on right). Request warm or cool tones (see 
swatches below for color range). Sizes S/M and L/XL. Please expect 
some variation in the color/pattern of these hand-dyed items. Made in 
Ecuador.

Multi

Multi

Rainbow

Fab Tote
#56650
Bright, fun and functional, our new tote bag is durable and 
perfect for summer. Available in Multicolors and Rainbow. 
Acrylic. Fully lined, interior zip pocket. Dimensions: 13” x 
181⁄2”; straps 29”. Made in Ecuador.
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Rocket

Yarn Mobile - Jungle Birds
#43521
Whether they hang over a crib, from a ceiling or in a playroom, 
our hand-knit yarn mobiles add color and movement to any 
space! Bird length: 3-7”. Our yarn mobiles range in total length 
from 16-32”. Featured birds: owl, toucan, hummingbird and 
parrot. Sunburst and orb details. Made in Ecuador.

Toucan ParrotOwl Hummingbird

Yarn Mobile - Space Odyssey
#43521 
They come in peace! This otherworldly mobile adds color 
and movement to any space! Character length: 3-6”. Our 
yarn mobiles range in total length from 16-32”. Featured 
characters: UFO, astronaut, alien and rocket. Sun and star 
details. Made in Ecuador.

AlienAstronautUFO
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Bumble Bee Butterfly Dragonfly Ladybug Unicorn Flying Pig

Yarn Mobile - Garden
#43521
Spring showers, bugs and flowers bring a fresh look to any room.  
Insect length: 2-6”. Our yarn mobiles range in total length from 
16-32”. Featured insects: bee, butterfly, dragonfly and ladybug. 
Sunburst, raindrop and flower details. Made in Ecuador.

Yarn Mobile - If Pigs Could Fly
#43521
These fantastical creatures are looking for a good home 
somewhere over the rainbow. Creature length: 3-6”. Our yarn 
mobiles range in total length from 16-32”. Featured creatures: 
unicorns and flying pigs. Rainbow, cloud and star details. 
Made in Ecuador.
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Strappy Sun Dress
#14602
The colorful hand-embroidery you’ve 
come to love on a new silhouette. This 
dress features a comfortable, play-
all-day fit with a double ruffle hem 
and spaghetti straps. Sizes 0, 2, 4 and 
6. Available in yellow, lime, pink and 
turquoise. Made in Ecuador.

Also shown: Large Bamboo Flute 
#44804

Laurel Barrette
#53580
Barrettes made with tagua 
resin, hand-inlaid aluminum 
and chunta wood. Artisan 
Armando Ortiz upcycles 
tagua fragments from other 
products and mixes it with 
resin to create beautiful 
and sleek barrettes. 
Length: 41⁄2”. Made in 
Ecuador.

Lime

Pink

Turquoise

Yellow
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Lime

Pink

Yellow

Flutter Sleeve Dress
#14601
Colorful, whimsical hand-
embroidery on breezy, 
easy-to-wash cotton. The 
flutter sleeves give this dress 
an ultra girly look. Sizes 0, 
2, 4 and 6. Available in 
turquoise, lime, pink and 
yellow. Made in Ecuador.

Also shown and coming 
soon: Wolf Dandy Pal 
#43501. Keep an eye out for 
more of these huggable fair 
trade animals!

Turquoise

Lime

Pink

Turquoise
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Colorful Headband
#57901 - $3.50 each / 12 PK Disc. $3.00 each
Made from the same fabric as our best-selling Free Spirit Scarves, these 
headbands are lightweight, soft and colorful.  This versatile design can 
be worn narrow or opened up for a wider look. Choose our fine gauge 
headbands (upper right and modeled), or our classic striped (lower right),  or 
a combination of both. Approximate width: 11⁄2” - 11”. Elastic back.

Colorful Scrunchies 
#56224 
Made with the same durable 
fabric as our bestselling 
Colorful Headbands. Order 
a package and receive a 
variety of colorful stripes. 
Acrylic. Made in Ecuador.

Colorful Headband
#57901
Bold stripes in colors for every season. This versatile design can 
be worn narrow or opened up for a wider look. Available in the 
classic style (on model and top swatch) and a silky, finer gauge 
fabric (made from the same fabric as our best-selling Free Spirit 
Scarves). Approximate width: 11 ⁄2” - 11”. Acrylic. Elastic back. Made 
in Ecuador.

Embroidered Headband
#52150
Hand embroidered bird and flower detail on cotton. Elastic back. 
Color selection as shown. Made in Perú.

Marigold Barrettes 
#57180
Snap barrettes. Sold by 
the pair in various color 
combinations. Made in Perú.
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Blue LimeBlack Red Rust Yellow

B. Plaid Pillowcases
#92202 
Bright, cheerful plaid 
pillowcase with an envelope 
closure. Acrylic front, cotton 
back. Dimensions: 23” x 23”. 
Pillow not included. Made in 

Ecuador.

A. Incan Pillowcases
#92201 
Intricate Incan inspired designs give these pillowcases a 
bold, boho feel. Durable acrylic front, cotton backing. 
Dimensions: 20” x 20”. Pillow not 
included. Available in Blue, Black, 
Lime, Red, Rust and Yellow 
(see swatch, upper right). Envelope 
closure. Made in Ecuador.

A.
A.

B.

Wooden Incense Burners
#72501
Decorative and functional, order a 
package and receive a variety of flower 
shapes and colors. Molded clay and 
wood. Dimensions: 101⁄4” x 2”. Made in 
Ecuador.

Check out Minga’s 
dog sweaters at 

www.mingaimports.com!
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Khadi/ND Coin Pouches
Small #56552
Medium #56553 
Available with batiked, naturally dyed cotton or Khadi, the cotton fabric made famous by Gandhi. 
Available in blue, brown, grey and tan. Fully lined, zip closure. Dimensions: small 31⁄4” x 31⁄4”; medium 41⁄4” x 
43⁄4”. Made in Bangladesh.

Cotton Purse Keychains
#56582 
Available in two styles: kantha and ND (natural dye). Dimensions: 3” x 2” x 1”.

Phone Pouches
#56407
Perfect for a no nonsense, on the go lifestyle! Fully lined, zip closure, slip pocket in front. Available with kantha fabric or natural 
dye fabric. Ask for cool tones, warm tones or an assortment. Because of the nature of kantha fabric, there will be some variation 
in patterns and tones. Dimensions: 6” x 31⁄2”, strap 27”. Made in Bangladesh.
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Puppy Keychain 
#31300 

Inquisitive tagua puppies with 
personality! Each dog is made from 

hand-carved beads strung on waxed 
cord. Color combinations will vary. 

Approximate dimensions: 2” x 3”.

Weekender Wallets
#56265
The perfect size for a weekend getaway. Convenient outside card slot for commonly 
needed items. Available in black, brown and burgundy. Six interior services. 
Dimensions: 4” x 53⁄4”. Made in Ecuador.

Leather Aussie Hat
#52360 
A high quality leather hat 
with braided cord detail. 
Made laboriously from cut 
pieces of leather which 
are artisanally molded and 
stitched. Available in Black, 
Dark Brown and Brown. Sizes 
small, medium, large and 
extra large.

Black

Dark
Brown

Brown
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Proud Member

Art Glass Studs - Curved
#29185 
This great new style of our bestselling Art 
Glass Studs curves slightly around the 
earlobe. Order a package and receive a 
variety of colors. Approximate length: 
3⁄4”. Also available in circles, squares 
and triangles. Made in Ecuador.

Tagua Bands
#23801 
Perfect for any budget and any finger! Available in three color collections: black/brown, multicolors and batiki. Made in Ecuador.


